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ELAPSED TIME QR TASK CARDS
? Elapsed Time QR Task Cards 3. MD.1 - Tell and write time to the nearest minute and measure time intervals
in minutes. Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of time intervals in minutes. Created by:
Libby Kirkland Instructional Technology Coach Name Date Elapsed Time - QR Task Cards 3. MD.1 - Tell and
write time to the nearest minute and measure time intervals in minutes. Solve w...
File name: Elapsed Time QR Task Cards copy 2.pdf
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Finding Elapsed Time NameDetermine the elapsed time for each problem Answers1 Bianca went to the movies
at 3 25 If the movie was overat 5 45 how long did the movie last 122 Vanessa ﬁnished cleaning her room at 5
55 If she hadstarted cleaning it at 3 30 how long did it take her to clean 3her room43 Paige ﬁnished washing
clothes at 5 00 If she had startedat 1 20 how long would she have spent washi...
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Finding Elapsed Time NameDetermine the elapsed time for each problem Answers1 Roger was invited to
birthday party that started at 4 45 Ifthe party ended at 7 25 how long did the party last 122 Jerry started
reading a book at 6 50 If he ﬁnished it at10 30 how long did he spend reading 343 Carol started watching TV at
6 25 If she stoppedwatching at 10 00 how long did she spend watching TV 564 Billy...
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Finding Elapsed Time NameDetermine the elapsed time for each problem Answers1 Oliver started looking for
his missing cat at 2 40 If hefound it at 6 00 how long did he spend looking 122 Faye took a train from her house
to the state capitol Thetrain left at 1 05 and got to the capitol at 3 50 How long 3was the train ride43 Megan
ﬁnished cleaning her room at 5 45 If she hadstarted cleaning it at 3 1...
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